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 How to Make a Partition on Hard Disk:1. Press Win + R, type Disk Management and press Enter. 2. In the Disk Management,
click on the disk or partition that you want to make a partition on. 3. In the Disk Management window, click on Change. 4. In

the Change Disk Partition window, select New Simple Volume. 5. In the New Simple Volume window, give a name to the new
partition, select the size of the new partition, and press OK. Now you can make a partition on disk drive.Q: Devise + Rails 4:
How to allow a user to only login with their email and name I have two users currently user1 and user2 I am trying to allow

user1 to only login with his email and name. So if they try to login with username they will not be able to. I've been trying to
apply the answer to this question. It keeps telling me that there is no such method. I've also tried a few different answers on SO

but it's not working. Any help would be appreciated. A: You can use current_user.authenticate!(email, name) to find the
authenticated user and authenticate!(email) to find the unauthenticated user. Q: How to use array in array using ng-repeat? I am
using angularJs. In this I want to repeat the div with ng-repeat. But in this also i have multiple array. Example array1 = [2,4,6,8];
array2 = ["apple","banana","orange","grapes"]; The output should be like, 2 4 6 8 apple banana orange grapes I have tried with
ng-repeat, but its not working. .repeatable_content(ng-repeat="product in products_list") Please help me. You can try to set a

class on each of the 82157476af
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